T EXT A NNOTATOR:
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Abstract
Modern annotation tools should meet at least the following general requirements: they can handle diverse data and annotation levels within one tool, and they support the annotation process with
automatic (pre-)processing outcomes as much as possible. We developed a framework that meets
these general requirements and that enables versatile and browser-based annotations of texts, namely
T EXT A NNOTATOR. It combines NLP methods of pre-processing with methods of flexible postprocessing. In fact, machine learning (ML) requires a lot of training and test data, but is usually
far from achieving perfect results. Producing high-level annotations for ML and post-correcting its
results are therefore necessary. This is the purpose of T EXT A NNOTATOR, which is entirely implemented in ExtJS and provides a range of interactive visualizations of annotations. In addition, it
allows for an flexible integration of knowledge resources. The paper describes T EXT A NNOTATOR’s
architecture together with three use cases: annotating temporal structures, argument structures and
named entity linking.

1

Introduction

Among other things, annotation tools must be able to take into account the diversity of data and its multilevel annotation, be easy to use and enable the convertibility of data formats and files (Dipper et al.,
2004, p. 55 f.). In view of the current achievements of automatic annotations as a result of Natural Language Processing (NLP), one can add to this list of requirements the integration of NLP-based pre- and
post-processing to support and facilitate human annotation. To avoid using multiple tools when addressing different annotation tasks and to combine efficient pre-processing with flexible post-annotation we
developed T EXT A NNOTATOR as a framework that enables versatile and browser-based annotations of
texts while using the pre-processing methods of T EXT I MAGER (Hemati et al., 2016). In this paper, we
compare T EXT A NNOTATOR with related tools in Sec. 2, describe its architecture in Sec. 3 and its components in Sec. 4. To this end, we consider three annotation objects: temporal structure, argumentation
structure and named entity linking. Finally, in Sec. 5 we conclude and in Sec. 6 we give an outlook on
upcoming development steps. In order to prepare the subsequent sections, we start by outlining T EXT A NNOTATOR’s main features.
As a matter of fact, machine learning-based NLP tools require a lot of training and test data, but are
usually far from achieving perfect results (Pinto et al., 2016; Gleim et al., 2019). Since tools propagate
their errors to subsequent processing steps, T EXT A NNOTATOR provides an interface for editing such
errors. To this end, T EXT A NNOTATOR addresses the following requirements:

